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Natural Steering By Prof. J. G. Winans Madison, Wis. his note is to call attention to what is probably the



most serious defect in present day conventional airT planes and to suggest that this defect does not need to be built into homebuilt experimental aircraft. This most serious defect which has probably been responsible for an untold number of accidents is the action of the steering mechanism. As every student pilot is painfully aware, the foot pedals of an airplane steer the wrong way. Every vehicle in the world except the airplane will turn left when you push with your right



hand or right foot. The airplane, however, turns right from a push with the right foot. This is not only opposite to every other vehicle, it is actually contrary to the laws of physics. Any object at rest when subjected to a push will move in the direction of the push and not opposite to the direction of the push. If an airplane is being pushed on the ground it follows the laws of physics. A push on the right wing turns the plane to the left or a push on the left wing turns the plane to the right. However, if you get into the plane and start the engine, a push on the right side of the plane causes the plane to turn to the right against the direction of the push. It causes the plane to move in a direction opposite to that for any normal object. Every pilot has to continually remember that, in flying, his feet must be operated in a reverse manner; opposite to the steering operations in any other kind of vehicle. The situation is made even worse on most modern planes since they have a wheel to control the ailerons. The wheel operates correctly with a push from the right hand causing a bank for a left turn or a push from the left hand giving the bank for a right turn. The wheel operates in the same direction as the wheel of an automobile but opposite to the direction for the operation of the foot pedals. A pilot must therefore fly without forgetting that his hands must act naturally while his feet must act unnaturally. Under stress of flying in marginal weather or trying to locate an airport when lost, a pilot might easily react naturally with both hands and feet and thus get into a spin close to the ground. It is very likely that many accidents have resulted from this kind of natural reaction. One wonders how the Wright brothers happened to make the mistake of introducing wrong way foot steering on the early airplanes. It is easy to understand how it happened. The rudder was mounted on a board pivoted at the center. This was attached by rigid cables to a steering bar also pivoted at the center as shown in Fig. 1. This arrangement permitted a large angle of rotation with inflexible cables and . it was good from a me\ chanical standpoint but it ____^_ made the airplane turn in / the wrong direction when the steering bar was pushed by the feet of the pilot. What should have been done was to connect the Fig. 2 right side of the steering



bar to the right side of the rudder bar as shown in Fig. 2. This would have required flexible cables or a spring in the line since with this arrangement the cables do not stay the same length upon rotation of steering and rudder bars. The Wright brothers chose the simpler mechanical arrangement and the error has been copied on nearly all airplanes since then. What can be done to correct airplanes now that there are so many planes in existence with wrong way steering? This is Fig. 1 where the Experimental Aircraft Association may be of considerable benefit. Even though commercially produced airplanes have wrong way steering there is no reason why homebuilt experimental planes have to steer in reverse. A person who builds a plane, however, has to learn to fly from an intructor who has become so accustomed to reverse foot steering that he would get into trouble with natural foot steering. The problem is easily solved for any two-place plane. Since all two or more place planes have two pilot stations, the procedure would be to make the position for solo flying steer naturally and the other position steer in reverse. An intructor accustomed to reverse foot steering can occupy the position for reverse steering while the student pilot and owner occupies the position for natural steering. The instructor can then with his reverse technique teach natural flying technique to the student pilot. The student pilot will thus learn natural flying. He will thereafter be able to operate his own plane in a safer and more natural manner than if both pilot stations had reverse steering.



Natural steering does not have to be limited to homebuilt planes. Anyone who wishes to own and fly his own plane could easily have the control cables on the left seat switched so that his plane would steer naturally. He could receive flying instruction from a conventional instructor occupying the right pilot seat. The seats would only need to be clearly labeled Natural and Conventional.



One can look forward to the time when all planes have one station for natural steering and one station for reverse steering. In this case any pilot can fly any plane by occupying the seat corresponding to his training. New pilots would be trained for natural steering and many old pilots would be re-trained for natural steering. After a few years, the dyed in the wool wrong way pilots will have either retired or be flying only their own planes and new planes can have both pilot stations with natural steering. A start must be made somewhere and what better place could there be than to have some home aircraft builders put natural steering into their airplanes? SPORT AVIATION
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